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Dvir Liebeler, a right-wing lawyer 
now working at the University of 

Las Angeles, is.understood to have 

been irritated with accounts such 
° beboece= 

s a 

as wat contained id ir mpsvwuw s 

book, “ Inquest,” on the way the 

commission went about its work. 

At the same time, while working 

nthe commission, he is known to 

is believed that it was Mr Liebeler 

who led an abortive demand for 

P the tion before. the commis- 

% have had his own sharp ‘differences . 

$ With other members of the staff. It 

sion of the photographs and X-ray... 

tes taken. at. the. autopsy on 

{the question of both: photo-" 

ears writing the Kennedy-backed, 

specially authorised study of the 

assassination, “ Death of a Presi- 
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t,” due to.be published next . 

ear —has lately been making addi- 
fons to his original manuscript. 

se will take account of the 

widespread attention now being 

paid both to the whereabouts and 

"the significance of those photo- 

graphs and X-ray plates: - - 

If these reports are true—and 

both Mr Manchester and his pub- 

Two years after the Warren 

Comunission’s report into the . 

assassination -of Presideut 
Kennedy a crucial doubt 

* vemains : was there a second 

- assassin ? The Warren Com- 

. mission said not, but, as we 
show in the diagrams on 

the right, its answer rested 
on the theory that one 
ballet must have hit two 
men—a_ theory that is 
seriously challenged. Mean- 
while, evidence that might 
shed light on these central 
problems—the photographs 

and X-rays taken at the 
autopsy — remain _ mysteri- 

. ously hidden. 

lishers are, if anything, even more 
secretive than official Government 
soureterthey .tingistiajeagevitably 
strengthen the-?view that the 
Kennedy family has access to the 

photographs, 
‘The most widely accepted theory 

in Washington is that for almost 
three years the pictures have been 
kept ‘in’ a Government vault to 
which the Kennedy family has 
access. “‘It'is now being'suggested: 

_that. in the past. few..weeks_Mr ... 
Manchester has ‘veer’ granted per- 

mission to see the pictures and that 

in his forthcoming book he will be 

in a position to clear up at least 

some of the mysteries that currently 
surround them. uo ; 

- ‘The photographs. and- X-rays 

would al certainly shed. light 

on the central problem of whether 

dy X 

there was more than one assassin, 
as argued: by Mark Lane and 
Edward J. Epstéin in their attacks 
on the . Warren Commission’s 
findings. an 

Amateur film 
Theories about a second assassin: 

stem from a. conclusion in the 
Warren Commission report that a 
single bullet _ struck President 
Kennedy and then went on to 
cause all the wounds to Governor 
Connaily, According to the com- 
misston, this bullet hit Kennedy. at . 
the base of tthe neck, exited at his 
throat and then struck Connally. . 

' Alater builet shattered Kennedy's 
brain—this could have been fired 
from the same gun, according to 
the one eye-witness amateur film 
taken of the assassination and the 
time that it would take to fire the 
belt-action rifle used by Lee Harvey 

i} carey Pan Y 

; toe i ist 
Oswald. However, if Kennedy's 
shoulder and throat wouads, plus, 
Connally’s.. wounds, . were. gf 
caused by the ‘same bullet, ..it., 
highly unlikely—if not impossiile 
—that yet another builet. could’ 
have been fired. in :the time fropr 
Oswald’s gun. “Therefore—the 
argument . runs~there, must have 
been a second assassin. © * 

‘ *_ {the 
The bullets fired by Oswald fr 

* the Texas Schoolbeok. Depositogy 
would have hit their victims frory 
behind, since the presidential can 
had just passed this building and 
was heading for an underpass when 
the ...assination. took place. An 
important. factor, therefore, . ‘is 
whether the wound in Kennedy's 
throat'.was an ‘exit’ or an entry: 
wound. In the case of the latter, 
it could have been fired from, th 
direction of the bridge, .where,(a ; 
marksman would have had a heads, :
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~-formed-2 tracheotomy by-eatenaang 

‘wife said that they thought the 

‘yiction that the original autopsy. 

Steven ak the approapning cars 1 | 
vow aie 

No autopsy” a 
Unfortunately. on orders from, { 

the Secret Service, the Dallas has-: | 
pital to- which Kennedy- was taken’ 
was not permitted to to perform af 
autopsy. pt to save the 
President's’ aa Gottord thers jier- 

the throat wound. This may have 
confused other doctors who per- 
formed the post-mortem ‘examina- | 
-tion at the Bethesda Naval Hos- 
pital, Maryland, that night after 
the body had been’ taken back to 
Washington. 

The FBI maintained at the time 
that the medical examination of the 
-President’s body showed’ that the 
bullet in the back penetrated “less 
than “a finger length.” Alse, in. 
evidence before the commission, 
both. Governor Connally and his 

Governor was hit by a separate 
-bullet from the one which hit the 
President. - 

Epstein has flatly stated his con- 

report was amended, before being 
published in the Warren Commis- j. 
sion report, to fit the single-bullet 
theory.-: The Warren Commission , 
Yeport ‘was. hurried in production 
and, it is, now, being claimed, was ; 
written to silence public concern 
over the possibility of a second 
assassin being at large—rather than i 
in an impartial attempt to unsarth 
the truth.. 


